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Ophthalmic Nursing provides an overview for
those just setting out in a role within
ophthalmic nursing. It includes basic and
comprehensible anatomy and physiology – the
foundations for understanding how the eye
functions and why and how problems occur –
and relates them to the care and needs of the
patient. This accessible text includes
evidence-based procedure guidelines and the
inclusion of reflective activities in most
chapters allows readers to apply their
knowledge to the realities of the care
setting. Also covered are the most recent
National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence (NICE) guidelines for glaucoma and
age-related macular degeneration. Since the
publication of the fourth edition, there have
been many advances in the care and management
of the ophthalmic patient. The authors have
updated the chapters accordingly and included
new colour images and diagrams. References,
further reading and websites have also been
updated to reflect current trends. A valuable
resource for nurses in practice and training,
this book continues to be the ‘go-to’ source
for those caring for the ophthalmic patient.
Around 400 Plus Interview Questions From Live
Java Interviews Section Wise Java Interview
Question Coverage According To Multinational
Companiesshort And To The Point Answers (No
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Hitting Around The Bush)Every Question Is
Classified In To Basic Intermediate And
Advanced Category Thus Providing More Focus
To Readers On Specific Category.During
Interviews Other Than Main Technology
Companies Expect Other Areas To Be Strong For
Example Uml Project Management Architecture
Database Etc. Other Section Is The Most
Strong Point Of The Book Which Makes Reader
Prepared For Unexpected Questions.Interview
Rating Excel Sheet Which Will Help You
Measure Exactly Where You Stand In The
Interview Measurement.Full Range Of Interview
Questions Right From Junior Java Developers
To Senior Architects Or Project Manager.Cd
Has All The Software You Need To Start For
Practice Sample Resume Sample Code And
Interview Measurement Sheet Jdk Set Up (1.4
And 1.5). Eclipse Postgressql Jboss Ant
Struts Wtp Jakarta Aspectj.Book Covers
Important Points Like Salary Negotiations
Resume Making And General Points To Be
Remembered During Interview.Recommended For
Java Interviews Who Area Looking For What
Questions To Be Asked To Get Better And
Decent Java Professionals.Recommended For
Fresher And Students Who Want To Have A Feel
Of What Java Questions Are Asked In
Multinational Companies.Developers Who Are
Looking For Quick Reference And Faq
This comprehensive 2nd edition will build on
the highly successful first edition,
providing an updated global perspective of
the fundamentals of multifocal intraocular
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lenses. The varying outcomes, limitations,
and the neuroadaptation process necessary for
an adequate clinical success are thoroughly
discussed, along with an overview of the
different types of multifocal lenses,
including the recently developed extended
depth of focus lenses. Multifocal Intraocular
Lenses: The Art and the Practice, 2nd edition
opens with an introduction that will delve
into current technological offerings for the
correction of pseudophakic presbyopia, as
well as the opportunity for refractive lens
exchange in advanced presbyopic ages and the
opportunity to use these lenses. The first
section will include the historical
background and clinical indications, while
section two addresses the varying types and
models of lenses currently available,
including important clinical and
technological highlights. Section three and
four will follow, and provide an extended
look at the Zeiss and Alcon Family Multifocal
IOL’s. Section five will delve into extended
depth of field lenses, and will contain an
introduction about the concept, different
models and the evidence available about their
outcomes. Section six concludes the book,
closely examining accommodative intraocular
lenses, and a full update will be provided on
these lenses, the failures of the past and
the hopes for the future. Multifocal
Intraocular Lenses: The Art and the Practice,
2nd edition is a thorough, resource for the
practical ophthalmologist and ophthalmic
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surgeon interested in learning more about
intraocular lenses, identifying the best
technologies and lenses for the benefit of
their patients.
Introduces the features of the C programming
language, discusses data types, variables,
operators, control flow, functions, pointers,
arrays, and structures, and looks at the UNIX
system interface
Multifocal Intraocular Lenses
Nepal Yearbook
The C Programming Language
Learning AngularJS
Cracking the Toughest Project Management
Interview Questions
Agile with Guts
C++/CLI in Action is a practical guide that will help
you breathe new life into your legacy C++ programs.
The book begins with a concise C++/CLI tutorial. It
then quickly moves to the key themes of
native/managed code interop and mixed-mode
programming. You ll learn to take advantage of GUI
frameworks like Windows Forms and WPF while
keeping your native C++ business logic. The book
also covers methods for accessing C# or VB.NET
components and libraries.
Cracking the Project Manager Interview is designed to
help you land your ideal project management job. The
book's unique two-part organization helps you
through the job application process, the interviewing
process, job training, and everything in between! In
Part I you will learn the ins and outs of the
interviewing process: how to get your application
noticed, how to prepare for the interview, how to
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uncover hints in an interviewer's questions, and more.
Part II is an extensive review of what you need to
know in order to ensure success in your interview.
This section includes an overview of fundamental of
project management and techniques, providing a
quick review for those about to go into an interview,
and for those considering project management as a
profession, it is a great resource to know what you will
need to learn. The book provides practice interview
questions and solutions, so readers can go into their
interviews confidently. In addition to interview tips
and tricks, readers will learn how to sell their value
and determine if they fit within a specific
organization. Project managers will be given an
overview of the hiring process, a detailed walkthrough of the various project manager careers
available to them, and all the information necessary
to identify and pursue their ideal career.
If you are looking for an architecture job role then this
is the book. It concentrates on technical and nontechnical points to be looked out when you are
looking for architecture role. We are sure this will be
the only friend during your success and failures while
searching an architecture level job.This book starts
with basic architecture interview questions and the
covers OOP, UML, Design Patterns, SOA, load
balancing and Estimation sections.Design patterns is
one the most asked section when you go for an
architect position. A complete chapter with 30
patterns does full justice to this section. We have also
shipped sample code for all 30 design patterns.Design
document is one of the biggest deliverable from a
technical architect. No design document is complete
with out UML diagrams and no technical architect
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interview will be complete with out UML. A complete
chapter on UML diagrams will upgrade you in few
hours to face any kind of UML questions.SOA is of the
popular section in every architect interview. A
dedicated chapter on SOA covering ESB, WS -,
Governance etc does full justice to this section.A
technical architect is not supposed to handle project
management activities in ideal world, but he will
always be a part of the estimation section of the
project during project proposal. Nice and sweet
chapter on estimation covering function points, use
case points and COCOMO does full justice to the
estimation section.Even though OOP is basic many
architects fail to answer them. It s mandatory that a
technical architect should be able to answer all OOP
interview questions. We have dedicated a complete
chapter for OOP which covers the most asked
question in OOP.The best part of the book is other
than technical aspect it also covers points regarding
salary negotiation, salary break ups according to
industry standards, resume making (with a sample
resume), interview rating sheet, salary standards and
common IT HR questions for technical architects.It
includes sample.
A growing flood of data is aimed at JavaScript
applications, and they need be ready for it. As more
and more data is received, applications must scale to
stay operational. There's also the problem of latency
when data has to be fetched from remote locations.
RxJS, or Reactive Extensions for JavaScript, is a library
for transforming, composing, and consuming streams
of data. RxJS combines reactive and functional
programming to give an extensible, asynchronous
event handling system for JavaScript. RxJS in Action
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gives readers the development skills they need to
create reactive applications with RxJS. This book is full
of theory and practical examples that build on each
other and help readers begin thinking in a reactive
manner. The book begins by teaching the
fundamentals of functional programming, and dives in
to the basics of RxJS and what it means to be
reactive. Next, it teaches how to build real-world
applications with RxJS. The last part of the book
tackles the advanced topics to take the reader's
reactive programming skills to the next level, as they
will learn how to deal with error handling, unit testing,
and the role of RxJS when combined with frameworks
such as Angular.js or Cycle.js. Examples in the book
use RxJS 5, the latest version of RxJS built with an eye
on performance and simplicity. Purchase of the print
book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub
formats from Manning Publications.
Cracking the Project Management Interview
Building Microservices with .NET Core 2.0
Angular JS for Beginners
LEARN MVC IN 7 DAYS
The Art and the Practice
SQL the One

A quick reference bedside text with step-by-step
guides on how to care for orthopedic emergencies.
If you're new to C#, this popular book is the ideal
way to get started. Completely revised for the
latest version of the language, Learning C# 3.0
starts with the fundamentals and takes you
through intermediate and advanced C# features -including generics, interfaces, delegates, lambda
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expressions, and LINQ. You'll also learn how to
build Windows applications and handle data with
C#. No previous programming experience is
required -- in fact, if you've never written a line of
code in your life, bestselling authors Jesse Liberty
and Brian MacDonald will show you how it's done.
Each chapter offers a self-contained lesson to help
you master key concepts, with plenty of annotated
examples, illustrations, and a concise summary.
With this book, you will: Learn how to program as
you learn C# Grasp the principles of objectoriented programming through C# Discover how
to use the latest features in C# 3.0 and the .NET
3.5 Framework--including LINQ and the Windows
Presentation Foundation (WPF) Create Windows
applications and data-driven applications You'll
also find a unique Test Your Knowledge section in
each chapter, with practical exercises and review
quizzes, so you can practice new skills and test
your understanding. If you're ready to dive into C#
and .NET programming, this book is a great way to
quickly get up to speed.
Get the comprehensive low-down on all seven builtin .NET Framework namespaces--plus plenty of
other useful information for developers, including
relevant topics like security, Web services,
database development, application deployment,
and more.
Himalayan Voices provides admirers of Nepal and
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lovers of literature with their first glimpse of the
vibrant literary scene in Nepal today. An
introduction to the two most developed genres of
modern Nepali literature-poetry and the short
story-this work profiles eleven of Nepal`s most
distinguished poets and offers translations of more
than eighty poems written from 1916 to 1986.
Twenty of the most interesting and best-known
examples of the Nepali short story are translated
into English for the first time by Michael Hutt. All
provide vivid descriptions of Life in twentiethcentury Nepal. This book should appeal not only to
admires of Nepal, but to all readers with an
interest in non-Western literatures.
Angular 2 Cookbook
Step-by-Step Angular Routing
Ophthalmic Nursing
Media, Arts, and Lifestyle
A Report of Human Rights Violation by the King's
Government During Nineteen Days of the
Movement, April 6-24, 2006
National register of medicinal plants
The first principle of the Agile Manifesto is about
"valuable software". Value is subjective; it's the
perceived benefit we get from something.
Imagine you are working for an IT department in
a large organization. You want to deliver valuable
software with iterative delivery. There might be
dozens of stakeholders with dozens of definition
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of value. How do you ensure you are both
"building the right thing" and "building the thing
right"? Suppose you are increasing your
productivity, you might be building the wrong
product faster. This book describes how a large
organization uses techniques to focus on the
right product and to deeply anchor the idea that
less output can deliver more outcomes.
Includes list of injured.
Microservices is an architectural style that
promotes the development of complex
applications as a suite of small services based
on business capabilities. This book will help you
identify the appropriate service boundaries
within the business domain to ensure high
cohesion and to define the correct service
interfaces to promote loose coupling.
Basic to Advance learning of Angular concepts
DESCRIPTION This book is an Essentials guide
for every Angular developer. It covers all
required topics an Angular developer need to get
started. This book is written in Angular version 7
and explains vital concepts of Angular in
extremely descriptive way with lot of code
examples. KEY FEATURES A complete overview
of the key aspects of Angular Up to date with the
latest Angular release The book covers the
framework's mental model, API, and the design
principles behind it. WHAT WILL YOU LEARN
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Components & Binding, Web API SPAs &
Routing, Template Driven Forms Forms, HTTP
Unit Testing, ngModel, Angular Directives Pipes,
Ignite UI WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR Students of
Polytechnic Diploma Classes- Computer
Science/ Information Technology Graduate
Students- Computer Science/ CSE / IT/ Computer
Applications Master Class Students—Msc
(CS/IT)/ MCA/ M.Phil, M.Tech, M.S. Industry
Professionals- Preparing for Certifications Table
of Contents 1. Introduction 2. Component and
Data Binding 3. Components Communications 4.
Angular Directives 5. ViewEncapsulation in
Angular 6. Pipes 7. Template Driven Forms 8.
Reactive Forms 9. Angular Routing 10. Change
Detection 11. Services and Providers 12.
Working with API and $http 13. Advanced
Components
Learn C# in 7 days
Learning C# 3.0
Learn ASP.NET MVC
WORK EFFECT LEG CODE _p1
C# & Asp.Net Projects
Pop Culture India!
You're a developper who knows nothing to
ASP.NET MVC. Which is fine, except that you need
to start coding your next application using
ASP.NET MVC 5. Don't worry: I have you covered.
I've been training hundreds of developers like you
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during years, and converted my experience into
this book. I know from experience teaching what
takes more time to learn in ASP.NET MVC, and will
spend time only where appropriate. Read this
book, and you can code your ASP.NET MVC 5
application using Visual Studio 2015 within a
week.
Learn to create Client-side and Single Page Apps
with Routing and NavigationKey features In this
book, the reader will be able to focus on one
concept of Angular in deep. Some of the concepts
of Routing discussed are:o Lazy Loadingo Routing
Parameterso Route Guards The examples in the
book talk us through building an e-commerce
website which helps the reader to connect to the
real-life business scenarios. The book commences
with an introduction to the important concepts of
Angular to understand in general and then moves
to how Routing helps us build our applications
much effectively. The tools I use in the
explanation of concepts are Angular CLI, Visual
Studio Code. By the end of this book, you should
be able to understand Routing perfectly being
able to perform all the operations using Routing.
Do not forget to code along with your reading the
book. This will give you hands-on experience to
gain out of the book. The book will be provided
with a GitHub link to it. Description A basic
understanding of HTML, CSS, JavaScript would be
good to quickly get through the concepts of
Angular. If you are already working in Angular,
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you are all good to go. The book starts with the
introduction of basic concepts and structure of
Angular applications like Components, Services,
Modules, etc. This further focuses on the concepts
of Routing, i.e. navigating from one view to
another in your single-page applications. For all
the web developers & students who love building
web-apps, this book on Angular Routing will add
great value to your skill set helping you to
develop your applications with faster
performance and refined view.What will you
learnIn this book, you will learn the concepts of
Angular routing to help you make your Angular
applications more effective and have better
performance when dealing with data. Who this
book is forThis book is for learning the concept of
routing in angular applications. If you are working
in Angular, this book serves the purpose of
clearing all your concepts around navigation from
one view to another in single page applications. If
you are new to Angular, this book will give you an
introduction of the basic concepts of Angular and
then give you the expertise in one of those
concepts, Routing. Table of contents1.
Introduction2. Introduction to Routing3. Basics of
Routing4. Routing Features5. Routing
Parameters6. Child Routes7. Secondary Routes8.
Route Guards9. Grouping & Component-less
Routes10. Route Resolvers11. Lazy Loading12.
CRUD operations with Routing About the
authorNishu Goel is a software developer
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currently working with IBM in Bengaluru, India.
She has completed her Bachelor studies in
computer science as in 2018. She works on
Angular and keeps learning on the go. She loves
to write blog posts and talk around the basic
concepts of Angular at conferences. She is also
the author of "e;Angular for Beginners"e; course
on Udemy. With her work to apply technology
towards sustainable development goals (SDGs) by
the United Nations living in the villages of
Jharkhand, India for three months, she has been
awarded by the Prime Minister of the UK. Some of
her hobbies are: Working for community
development with a focus on selective SDGs,
Speaking at conferences, exploring places.With
this book, she aims to share her learning and
understanding of the concepts of Angular Routing
with everyone.You can tweet her at
@DcoustaWilson and read her blog posts at
https://nishugoel.wordpress.com/ Her Blog:
https://nishugoel.wordpress.com/Her LinkedIn
Profile: https://www.linkedin.com/in/nishu-goelab557041/
The intent of this book is to prepare someone for
a successful interview and securing a project
management job. Additionally, there is a section
for aspiring PM's that want to build a career in the
project management area. This is one ambiguous
piece of this world and some light is thrown in this
section for those questions. This book is not a
comprehensive guide for either doing a
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PMP/CAPM or any such certification. What you
need to know about the author. The author of the
book is PMP and Scrum Certified Program
Manager that has been in the IT field for about 17
years. She has driven several cross functional,
large, complex projects to completion
successfully. You can know more from her blog
www.careerbuggy.com. What will this book do for
you? This book is written with a pure and sole
intention of helping the project managers crack
the interview successfully. Being a PM is one thing
and being successful in every interview is
another. As any software professional, one can
prove their skills only if they can get past the
hump of an interview. This book is written for
each and everyone that are looking for a strong
knowledge base for a common, yet unique set of
hard Project Manager interview questions. What
differentiates this book from others in the same
subject. This book is written as a guide and
guidance to aspiring or experienced Project
Managers and is a short, concise, straight forward
practical advice with clear examples for each
question. With short and clear practical examples,
this book is unique in the subject area.
Discover over 70 recipes that provide the
solutions you need to know to face every
challenge in Angular 2 head on About This Book A
first-rate reference guide with a clear structure
and intuitive index that gives you as a developer
exactly the information you want in exactly the
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way you want it Covers no legacy material from
the outdated Angular release candidates; it is upto-date with the latest release of Angular 2.4 All
the code in the book is explicitly written out, and
every piece of code shown is a step towards
building a simple working example Who This Book
Is For This book is for developers who are
competent with JavaScript and are looking to dive
headfirst into the TypeScript edition of Angular 2.
This book is also geared towards developers with
experience in Angular 1 who are looking to make
the transition. What You Will Learn Understand
how to best move an Angular 1 application to
Angular 2 Build a solid foundational
understanding of the core elements of Angular 2
such as components, forms, and services Gain an
ability to wield complex topics such as
Observables and Promises Properly implement
applications utilizing advanced topics such as
dependency injection Know how to maximize the
performance of Angular 2 applications
Understand the best ways to take an Angular 2
application from TypeScript in a code editor to a
fully function application served on your site Get
to know the best practices when organizing and
testing a large Angular 2 application In Detail
Angular 2 introduces an entirely new way to build
applications. It wholly embraces all the newest
concepts that are built into the next generation of
browsers, and it cuts away all the fat and bloat
from Angular 1. This book plunges directly into
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the heart of all the most important Angular 2
concepts for you to conquer. In addition to
covering all the Angular 2 fundamentals, such as
components, forms, and services, it demonstrates
how the framework embraces a range of new web
technologies such as ES6 and TypeScript syntax,
Promises, Observables, and Web Workers, among
many others. This book covers all the most
complicated Angular concepts and at the same
time introduces the best practices with which to
wield these powerful tools. It also covers in detail
all the concepts you'll need to get you building
applications faster. Oft-neglected topics such as
testing and performance optimization are widely
covered as well. A developer that reads through
all the content in this book will have a broad and
deep understanding of all the major topics in the
Angular 2 universe. Style and approach This book
follows a cookbook approach—each recipe
presents a unique problem to which the solution
is presented in a clear, concise, and manner stepby-step manner. With practical hands-on
guidance in each and every recipe, you'll be able
to get to grips with the concepts.
Orthopedic Emergencies
Jana Andolan II, a Witness Account
Rxjs in Action
Nepal Who's who
Your Guide to Easily Learn Angular JS In 7 Days
Interview Questions
Looks at popular culture in India, including television,
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motion pictures, mass media, sports, literature, and
lifestyles.
A guide to the workings of the common language runtime,
Microsoft .NET, and C#.
Global climate change threatens human existence through
its potential impact on agriculture and the environment.
Agriculture is climate-sensitive, and climate variability and
climate change have net negative impact on it.
Additionally, the agricultural landscape is affected by
monoculture and agro-biodiversity loss, soil fertility
depletion and soil loss, competition from biofuel
production, crop yield plateaus and invasive species.
Nevertheless, the global agricultural production system has
to meet the food demands from the growing human
population, which is set to exceed 10 billion by 2050. This
book discusses the impacts of climate change on
agriculture, animal husbandry and rural livelihoods.
Further, since agriculture, forestry and other land-use
sectors contribute about 10–12 gigatonnes of
CO2-equivalent per year, it argues that agricultural policy
must dovetail adaptation and mitigation strategies to
reduce greenhouse gases emissions. This calls for a
reformative and disruptive agricultural strategy like
climate-smart agriculture, which can operate at all spatiotemporal scales with few modifications. The book also
redefines sustainable agriculture through the lens of
climate-smart agriculture in the context of the
sustainability of Earth's life- support system and inter- and
intra-generational equity. The climate-smart agriculture
approach is gaining currency thanks to its inherent
positive potential, and its goal to establish an agricultural
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system which includes "climate-smart food systems",
"climate-proof farms", and "climate-smart soils". Climatesmart agriculture provides a pathway to achieve
sustainable development goals which focus on poverty
reduction, food security, and environmental health.
Description:The best way to learn MVC is by doing a
project and this book does the same. A complete MVC
project is created from scratch with all best practices
implemented.professional projects are not created by just
using ASP.NET MVC you need other ingredients like
HRML, JavaScript, Jquery, JSON, WebAPI so on. This
book has covered all the necessary supporting technologies
while making MVC project.Gone are those days of using
ADO.NET to connect to database. In professional project
developers use ORM technologies like Entity Framework.
This book uses EF whenever there is a need of database
communication.With the book we have provided DVD
which has MVC video tutorials which will help you to kick
start MVC with great speed.After every lab we have
discussed important questions around the lab this will
make you prepared for ASP.NET MVC interviews.
C++/ Cli In Action
Get up and running with C# 7 with async main, tuples,
pattern matching, LINQ, regex, indexers, and more
Software Testing
Transitioning monolithic architectures using microservices
with .NET Core 2.0 using C# 7.0, 2nd Edition
Master the fundamentals of C# 3.0
Tribhuvan Era : Imprisonment to Glory

Learn C# in 7 days with practical
examples, build a foundation for C#
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programming, and boost your skills to
an advanced level About This Book Learn
the basics of C# in 7 days Works as a
reference guide describing the major
features of C# Build easy and simple
code through real-world example
scenarios Who This Book Is For The book
is for aspiring developers and absolute
novices who want to get started with
the world of programming. You do not
need any knowledge of C# for this book.
What You Will Learn Understand and set
up the .NET environment Code in C#
using the Visual Studio 2017 RC
(preferable community edition) IDE
Define variables, syntax, control
flows, statements, and arrays etc
through examples Understand the
concepts of Object-Oriented Programming
using C# Get acquainted with
attributes, collection, generics, and
LINQ Get your hands on class members
such as Modifiers, Methods, Properties,
Indexers, File I/O, Exception Handling,
and Regex Build a real-world
application using C# 7 In Detail This
book takes a unique approach to teach
C# to absolute beginners. You'll learn
the basics of the language in seven
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days. It takes a practical approach to
explain the important concepts that
build the foundation of the C#
programming language. The book begins
by teaching you the basic fundamentals
using real-world practical examples and
gets you acquainted with C#
programming. We cover some important
features and nuances of the language in
a hands-on way, helping you grasp the
concepts in a fluid manner. Later,
you'll explore the concepts of ObjectOriented Programming (OOP) through a
real-world example. Then we dive into
advanced-level concepts such as
generics and collections, and you'll
get acquainted with objects and LINQ.
Towards the end, you'll build an
application that covers all the
concepts explained in the book. By the
end of this book, you will have nextlevel skills and a good knowledge of
the fundamentals of C#. Style and
approach Fast paced guide to get you upto-speed with the language. Every
chapter is followed by an exercise that
focuses on building something with the
language. The codes of the exercises
can be found on the Packt website
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The competence and quality of software
testers are often judged by the various
testing techniques they have mastered.
As the name suggests, Software Testing
provides a self-study format and is
designed for certification course
review, and for freshers as well as
professionals who are searching for
opportunities in the software testing
field. Along with software testing
basics, the book covers software
testing techniques and interview
questions (e.g., Six Sigma and CMMI)
which are important from the Software
Quality Assurance (SQA) perspective. It
also has in-depth coverage of software
expense estimation topics like function
points (FPA) and TPA analysis. A CD-ROM
supplements the content with the
TestComplete software-testing tool
setup, software estimation templates
(PDFs), an interview rating sheet, a
sample resume, third-party
contributions, and more."
400+ Java/J2EE Interview questions with
clear and concise answers for: job
seekers (junior/senior developers,
architects, team/technical leads),
promotion seekers, pro-active learners
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and interviewers. Lulu top 100 best
seller. Increase your earning potential
by learning, applying and succeeding.
Learn the fundamentals relating to
Java/J2EE in an easy to understand
questions and answers approach. Covers
400+ popular interview Q&A with lots of
diagrams, examples, code snippets,
cross referencing and comparisons. This
is not only an interview guide but also
a quick reference guide, a refresher
material and a roadmap covering a wide
range of Java/J2EE related topics. More
Java J2EE interview questions and
answers & resume resources at http:
//www.lulu.com/java-succes
Get more out of your legacy systems:
more performance, functionality,
reliability, and manageability Is your
code easy to change? Can you get nearly
instantaneous feedback when you do
change it? Do you understand it? If the
answer to any of these questions is no,
you have legacy code, and it is
draining time and money away from your
development efforts. In this book,
Michael Feathers offers start-to-finish
strategies for working more effectively
with large, untested legacy code bases.
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This book draws on material Michael
created for his renowned Object Mentor
seminars: techniques Michael has used
in mentoring to help hundreds of
developers, technical managers, and
testers bring their legacy systems
under control. The topics covered
include Understanding the mechanics of
software change: adding features,
fixing bugs, improving design,
optimizing performance Getting legacy
code into a test harness Writing tests
that protect you against introducing
new problems Techniques that can be
used with any language or platform—with
examples in Java, C++, C, and C#
Accurately identifying where code
changes need to be made Coping with
legacy systems that aren't objectoriented Handling applications that
don't seem to have any structure This
book also includes a catalog of twentyfour dependency-breaking techniques
that help you work with program
elements in isolation and make safer
changes.
Agriculture Perspectives
Working Effectively with Legacy Code
Himalayan Voices
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Nepal Press Report
EssentialsAngular
The Essential Guide to Learn Angular
Quickly and productively develop complex Spring
applications and microservices - out of the box - with
minimal fuss on things like configurations. This book will
show you how to fully leverage the Spring Boot
productivity suite of tools and how to apply them through
the use of case studies. Pro Spring Boot is your
authoritative hands-on practical guide for increasing your
Spring Framework-based enterprise Java and cloud
application productivity while decreasing development
time using the Spring Boot productivity suite of tools. It's
a no nonsense guide with case studies of increasing
complexity throughout the book. This book is written by
Felipe Gutierrez, a Spring expert consultant who works
with Pivotal, the company behind the popular Spring
Framework. What You Will Learn Write your first Spring
Boot application Configure Spring Boot Use the Spring
Boot Actuator Carry out web development with Spring
Boot Build microservices with Spring Boot Handle
databases and messaging with Spring Boot Test and
deploy with Spring Boot Extend Spring Boot and its
available plug-ins Who This Book Is For Experienced
Spring and Java developers seeking increased
productivity gains and decreased complexity and
development time in their applications and software
services.
This book contains the steps, strategies, and techniques
you need to learn and use AngularJS, a well-supported
and widely-used JavaScript framework for single page
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applications development. This training material was
conceptualized and developed to help beginners of
diverse backgrounds to master the powerful features of
AngularJS and use them to make rich and dynamic web
pages. Web developers, absolute beginners, and
programmers will find this book a practical, engaging,
and reliable resource material for learning AngularJS.
Whether you want to launch a career in web applications
development or you want to put up your own interactive
website using the single page concept, this training
offers a quick, straightforward, and inexpensive way to
achieve your objectives. This instructional book provides
a thorough step-by-step guide to help you understand
and optimize the tools, connectivity features, and
potentials of AngularJS. It presents the precise steps
from the beginning and discusses the key concepts
involved in each step. It uses visual aids and
screenshots to make learning intuitive and easy. This
book offers a comprehensive discussion of AngularJS
features and functionalities and provides real world
examples that go beyond the basics.
"Congratulations! You are going to WIN your next SQL
Server interview. “SQL The One” book can guide you to
achieve the success in your next interview. This book
covers Microsoft SQL Server interview experiences,
questions and answers for a range of SQL DBA’s and
SQL Server Professionals. All of these questions have
been collected from the people who attended interviews
at various multinational companies across the world. It
also covers “How to prepare for a SQL DBA interview?”
and “How to become an expert in your career?” Salient
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Features of Book All interview questions are asked in
various MNC Covers 1090 real time questions and
answers 254 questions on SQL Server Performance
Tuning Covers all SQL Server HA & DR features 316
questions on SQL Server HA & DR features Lots of
scenario based questions Covers SQL Server 2005,
2008, 2008 R2, 2012, 2014 and 2016 Questions are
categorized In-depth explanations An Interview
Experience with Microsoft Useful as a reference guide
for SQL DBA Interview preparation
Provides information on how to create interactive web
applications using AngularJS, including how to define
modules and utilize dependency injection, build dynamic
browser views, and create custom directives to extend
HTML.
Global Climate Change and Environmental Policy
Software Architecture - Interview Questions (W/Cd)
Pro Spring Boot
Java/J2Ee Interview Questions
Microsoft SQL Server Interview Guide
With Concise, Practical Responses
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